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There is usually quite a big dif-
ference in the nature of various
manufacturing enterprises.

Each manufacturing enterprise’s prod-
ucts may be very unique, their manu-
facturing processes are often quite dif-
ferent and their strategies may vary
greatly. However, the types of data

that manufactur-
ing enterprises cap-

ture are actually very
similar; thus, there are great benefits
that can be derived by taking advan-
tage of common, reusable data struc-
tures or “universal data models.” 

While there are several universal
data models available for many aspects
of manufacturing such as design
engineering, manufacturing orders,
process plans and production runs,
this article focuses on one of the most
critical data areas required in manu-
facturing, namely: products, parts,
(inventory) items and the deployment
of manufactured goods at customer
locations. Please note that the exam-
ples used in this article are based upon
some of the models in the manufactur-
ing chapter of The Data Model Resource

Book, Volume 2
(Wiley, 2001) and that
only partial models were excerpted.
Also note that the models in this
article are more geared toward dis-
crete manufacturers versus process
manufacturers, although some of the
concepts will apply even for process
manufacturers. 

Parts are Parts! 
Getting Clearer Definitions
The nature of product data is

complex; and there is often much con-
fusion around the definition of prod-
uct, parts and their associated data.
For instance, the term “bill of materi-
als” may be used by various parts of
the enterprise such as engineering,
manufacturing, service and sales,
although they may all have different

definitions of what the
bill of materials actually

means. Even the basic terms
“product” and “parts” may

have several definitions within
an enterprise. Do product

instances include customized ver-
sions of the product offering for a par-
ticular customer? If parts are the types
of pieces that make up a product, does
the product have one high-level part
that includes all the subassemblies, or
are products made up of multiple

parts? 
Clear definitions, distinc-

tions and models for products,
parts and inventory can facilitate
more clear communication
between various areas of an
enterprise. An effective manu-
facturing product data model
can lead to more integrated and
comprehensive product data and
information by clearly showing
the information requirements of

the products, parts and items through-
out their life cycle from engineering to
manufacturing to the deployment of
products at customer locations. 

Figure 1 (see note explaining the
diagramming notation used) provides
an initial data model regarding prod-
ucts and their associated parts. A
product could be defined as a good,
service or combination of goods and/or
services that were, are or will be
offered for sale by the enterprise.

However, there are many varia-
tions of this definition, and enterprises
need to customize these universal data
models for their environments. For
example, should supplier and com-
petitor products be included as part of
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the product definition? If the enter-
prise often buys and resells the same
items from their suppliers or com-
petitors, it may make sense to
enhance the definition to include
products offered by the enterprise,
supplier and/or competitor, rather
than having additional entities for
each of these types of products.

Figure 1 shows that a PRODUCT
may be either a SERVICE or a GOOD.
A GOOD is defined as a product that
is more tangible in nature and gener-
ally created in advance for sale. A
SERVICE is defined as a product that
involves the use of parties’ time and is
less tangible in nature than goods.

A PART is defined as a compo-
nent that is used to make up a prod-
uct. Each PART may be a RAW
MATERIAL, SUBASSEMBLY or a
FINISHED GOOD. A RAW MATE-
RIAL is a component used in making
a product that has not had any work
performed on it by the enterprise. It is
the lowest level component that
makes up the product. A SUBASSEM-
BLY is a part that is made up of other
parts and which represents a compo-
nent within a finished good. A FIN-
ISHED GOOD is a part that is fin-
ished, ready to be shipped and repre-
sents the highest level bill of materials

component that directly corresponds
to a PRODUCT.

The PART data model may vary
based upon the needs of the enter-
prise. For example, if the manufactur-
ing organization sells parts that are
also used in subassemblies, should
these parts exist in more than one of
these subtypes (e.g., a part could be
both a RAW MATERIAL as well as a
FINISHED GOOD)? If this occurs,
one may consider modeling the PART
subtypes as inclusive subtypes. One can
portray mutually inclusive subtypes
by showing an additional box without
text around each of the subtype boxes
(in information engineering notation,
this would be equivalent to each sub-

type having its own subtype symbol).
For example, if the enterprise sells
circuit boards, which they purchase
from a supplier, and also uses the cir-
cuit boards in another assembly of
their computer, the “circuit board”
PART may be considered to be a
FINISHED GOOD as well as a RAW
MATERIAL.

One may initially conclude that
the relationship from PRODUCT to
PART is that a PRODUCT may be
made up of many PARTs. However,
the data model in Figure 1 shows the
opposite relationship, namely that a
PART (and more specifically a FIN-
ISHED GOOD) may be used to pro-
vide one or more PRODUCTs (and
more specifically a GOOD). 

This illustrates a subtle, yet
important distinction that can be
made between PRODUCTs and
PARTs. The PRODUCT entity in
Figure 1 represents a type of mar-
keting item that is offered for sale,
while the PART (and specifically
the FINISHED GOOD subtype)
represents the type of actual item
that physically exists. Many enter-
prises market the same part as multi-
ple product offerings depending on
circumstances or marketing spins. For
example, a specific part may be mar-
keted in various countries differently
and thus the same part may be sold
and marketed as different product
offerings with different names, dif-
ferent pricing structures and differ-
ent marketing strategies. Another
scenario is that there may be differ-
ent product offerings for the same
part depending on the intended user
of the product. For example, telephone
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Note About the Data Modeling Notation
in Figures 
The notation in this article was developed by Richard Barker and is fully described in his
book CASE Method: Entity Relationship Modeling (Adison Wesley, 1989). To briefly explain
it:

■ A crow’s foot (three prongs at the end of the relationship line) indicates that
there are many occurrences of the entity near the crow’s foot for each entity
that is not near the crow’s foot. For example, each FINISHED GOOD may be
used to provide one and only one GOOD.

■ The dotted line indicates optionality (as opposed to mandatory) for each side of
the relationship. Each side of the relationship is designed to be read as a com-
plete sentence both ways. For example, Figure 1 shows that each FINISHED
GOOD may be (since this is a dotted part of the line) used to provide one and
only one GOOD. If the relationship line is solid, then the relationship indicates a
mandatory relationship. For example, Figure 3 shows that each ITEM must be
the physical occurrence of one and only one PART.

■ A “#” in front of an attribute indicates that this attribute is a key.
A “*” indicates that the attribute is a mandatory attribute.
An “o” before an attribute indicates that the attribute is optional.

■ Boxes within boxes indicate subtypes or, in other words, subentities.

PRODUCT

#  PRODUCT ID

SERVICE

PART
# PART ID
* NAME

SUBASSEMBLY

used to provide

offered using

GOOD

RAW MATERIAL

FINISHED GOOD

*  NAME
*  DESCRIPTION
o  INTRODUCTION DATE
o  SALES DISCONTINUATION DATE

o  COMMENT
o  SUPPORT DISCONTINUATION DATE

Figure 1: Products and Parts



companies frequently offer two prod-
ucts, a business line and a residential
line, even though it is same actual
part (or more specifically, the same
finished good).

Some enterprises may define the
relationship from product to part dif-
ferently. Another way to define this
relationship is that a PRODUCT may
not always need to have one and only
one associated PART. Instead, a
PRODUCT could be made up of
many PARTs, which could be consid-
ered to be the building blocks in cre-
ating products. Therefore, the model
shown in Figure 1 could be altered by
adding an associative entity between
PRODUCT and PART, thus allowing
parts to be combined in various
ways to create product offerings.
Neither one of these models is supe-
rior to the other and the decision of
which model to use (including other
variations) depends on how the
enterprise defines products and parts
in their environment.

Bill of Materials and 
Marketing Packages

Manufacturers frequently use the
term “bill of materials” to refer to how
various parts are assembled into other
parts and eventually into products.
Thus the bill of materials structure for
a computer may be broken down into
a motherboard, a CPU, memory
boards, hard-disk drives, a casing, a
monitor and a keyboard; and each
of these parts (or subassem-
blies) may further be
broken-down
into their con-
stituent parts.

On the surface,
the underlying
data structure to
accommodate a bill of
materials seems pretty
straightforward. Parts are made
up of parts; therefore, a many-to-
many recursive entity, PART COM-
POSITION, shows which parts are
made up of other parts and which
parts are used within which parts. The

PART COMPOSITION’s primary key
is composed of two attributes: the part
ID for the parent part and the part ID
for the child part, thus maintaining
each parent/child relationship. There
are numerous attributes in the part
bill of materials that describe how the
child part fits into the parent part. For
example, the quantity-used attribute
shows how many of the child parts are
used in the parent part (e.g., there
could be a quantity used of “12” to
maintain how many screws are in a
casing).

An area that often causes confu-
sion in manufacturing enterprises is
that the term “bill of materials” can
have several meanings for various parts
of the organization. The engineering
department may define the bill of
materials as the precise components
and specifications required to build
any assembly. The manufacturing
department may define the bill of
materials as the components that
should be used in the manufacturing
process based upon the cost, quality
and maintainability of these various
components. While manufacturing
needs to follow the engineering bill of
materials and specifications, the man-
ufacturing bill of materials may differ
from the engineering bill of materials
and it may reference specific parts that
are more cost-efficient. The marketing
department may have a version of a
bill of materials that bundles addi-
tional products, T-shirts, gifts or other
creative packaging ideas that may be
included in the product offering.
Finally, the service department may

view the bill of materi-
als as the parts that are

actually installed in
a particular deploy-

ment of a product
as it changes at
the customer’s

location.
Should one use the

same data model construct to
represent all these requirements?

In most cases, each of these bill of
materials structures represents dif-
ferent types of relationships. Figure
2 shows that there are two subtypes of
PART COMPOSITION to represent
each ENGINEERING COMPOSI-
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Figure 2: Bill of Materials



TION and each MANUFACTURING
COMPOSITION. Each of these part
compositions may maintain different
combinations of parts: one break-
down for engineering purposes and
another breakdown based upon manu-
facturing needs. The marketing bill of
materials is typically referred to as a
“marketing package” or a “bundle”
which is represented in Figure 2 as a
recursive many-to-many relationship
between PRODUCTs. Therefore, a
PRODUCT may be made up of many
other PRODUCTs, each of which may
have an associated PART which may,
in turn, be made up of other PARTs.
The needs of the service department
will be discussed within the Inventory
and Deployment section.

Again, there could be minor vari-
ations to the data model based upon
the enterprise’s needs. An enterprise
may have a need to store parts used in
a MARKETING PACKAGE that are
never sold as individual products (e.g.,
the T-shirts mentioned previously). In
that case, the modeler may want to
add a relationship from MARKET-
ING PACKAGE to PART. A MAR-
KETING PACKAGE may also
include other elements that are not a
PART or a PRODUCT (e.g., a vaca-
tion); therefore, there may be addi-
tional relationships to MARKETING
PACKAGE depending on the needs of
the enterprise.

Inventory and Deployment
Thus far, the models have repre-

sented types of things: types of mar-
keting offerings and types of parts that
make up the marketing offerings. Of
course, there are actual physical items
that may exist within the enterprise’s
inventory or that may be deployed at
customer locations. 

Figure 3 shows a model portray-
ing the relationships from product to
parts to items to deployments. Each
ITEM represents the physical occur-
rences of a PART at a FACILITY such
as a WAREHOUSE or PLANT.
ITEMs may be either maintained
directly at the FACILITY or at a
detailed inventory storage location
within the facility. These detailed
locations are referred to in the model
as a CONTAINER, which could rep-

resent a specific “bin,” “barrel” or
“shelf.” Each ITEM may be a SERIAL-
IZED ITEM, which is an item that is
tracked individually (e.g., a computer
server) or a NON-SERIALIZED
ITEM, which is an item that is main-
tained as a group (e.g., screws in a
bin). Therefore, the quantity on hand
is maintained for the SERIALIZED
ITEMs, and a serial number is main-
tained for non-serialized items.

An ITEM may be owned by a
PARTY such as a particular subsidiary
of the modeled enterprise or it may be
owned by another party, such as a cus-

tomer who owns the inventory on con-
signment. Each ITEM may be made
up of other ITEMs as represented by
the ITEM COMPOSITION, thus pro-
viding the capability to store the actu-
al components of an inventory item
and how they are configured. This
structure is often used to represent the
“bill of materials” structure needs of
the service department which often
wants to know the configuration of
the physical items that exist, whether
at a customer location or in inventory.

A DEPLOYMENT represents the
setting up of a product at a customer
site using the associated item(s). Some
manufacturers would like to know
information about the deployment of
each of the physical items as they

move from one customer’s facility to
another facility. While they won’t
always know this information, it can
be instrumental in tracking where
products are being used and the asso-
ciated demographics of their users. For
instance, a computer manufacturer
may be very interested in the facts that
their “Extreme 5 PC” serial
#3984d98e was purchased by ABC
Company, Inc. on April 23, 2000, was
then taken as a trade-in back into their
inventory and then deployed again at
XYZ Company on June 13, 2002. 

The model shows a DEPLOY-

MENT ROLE entity allowing any
number of PARTYs to be associated
to the DEPLOYMENT in any
DEPLOYMENT ROLE TYPE. For
instance, there could be many parties
associated with the deployment in var-
ious roles such as the person who
installed the deployment, the techni-
cal contact and the billing contact. Of
course, depending on the needs of the
enterprise, this relationship may be
different. For example, if the only
requirement were to maintain a sin-
gle “user” for each DEPLOYED
PRODUCT, the data model would
show a one-to-many relationship from
PARTY to DEPLOYMENT. 

Is a DEPLOYMENT necessary or
is it sufficient to record a many-to-many
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Figure 3: Inventory Items and Deployment
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relationship between each ITEM and
the various FACILITYs where the ITEM
is located? If that were the case, there
would be an associative entity between
ITEM and FACILITY, which could
very well be called a DEPLOYMENT.
The only difference with the model
shown in Figure 3 is that the key to
the deployment is the deployment ID
because it may be possible that the
inventory item is not known. For
instance, a service representative could
find that there was a deployed product
but not know the exact item(s) asso-
ciated with that deployment.

The models in this article provide
template data structures for modeling
a portion of “core” subject data areas
within manufacturing, namely: products,
parts, items and deployments of the

products at customer locations. It is
important to realize that these universal
data models are intended to offer insights
and possibilities for modeling data in
order to save time and provide data
constructs that have been implemented
successfully, and they are not the end-all
answer to data modeling issues. These
models are designed to be used as
either the starting-point for modeling
efforts or as a point-of-reference for
developing customized data models
that are tailored to an enterprise’s
needs. Enterprises may define products,
parts, items and deployments differently
or use different terminology. However,
many of the concepts and issues discussed
in this article will be very applicable for
most manufacturing enterprises. 

A special thanks to Ed Landale who
reviewed and offered additional insights
and perspectives on the universal data
models presented in this article.
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